Experience your winter dream
in northern Swedish Lapland

14 to 22 March
9-day hiking trip with snowshoes - Sweden

Winter hiking

Laponia

p.P. incl. flight

Day 1/Day 2: Arrival
Direct flight to Stockholm. Onward journey from Stockholm
Airport by night train in couchette car to Gällivare. Dinner
in the dining car. In the morning, after arrival in Gällivare, we
will rest with the bus and stop
at the Fjällstation "Stora Sjöfallet" to Ritsem, the starting point
of our hiking trip. The cabins
are equipped similar to our cabins in the Alps.
Day 3: Ritsem – Akka
From Ritsem Fjällstation you
descend to the "Akkajaure" reservoir. We follow the mark
above the frozen lake with a
magnificent view of the more
than 2,000 meter high holy
Akka mountains. After a little
more than two hours we leave
the water and a little later a
small climb brings us up to the
battery huts directly opposite
the Akkamassiv. We expect
rustic mountain huts and as a
reward for today, it's a bit later
in the original outdoor sauna. A
fun we deserve. The dinner together closes the day. Distance:
12km, walking time: 3h,
ascents: 100m
Day 4: Akka – Kutjaure
After the first breakfast directly
in the mountains, you can already start. Directly from the
mountain huts our way leads us
along the flanks of the "Gasskat
-jahka" mountain. Relaxed flat
it goes for the next 90 minutes.
To the left of us and barely to
see the river "Vuojatädno". Af2 0 2 0
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C A T A L O G

€ 1.640,-

ter smaller ascents and
descents through loosened forests we reach the Kutjauresee.
A wonderful place for a rest. On
its banks, it goes on to a small
village of seeds. It follows a last
climb and finally it goes a bit
down to our destination of the
Kutjaurehütte. A breathtaking
view of the expanse of the landscape is guaranteed. That's how
you imagine the endless expanse of the fells landscape. Distance: 17.5km, walking time:
4h30, ascents: 290m

have also passed traditional
reindeer pits, it continues with
pleasure on a plateau. Above us
are the mighty Akkaberge. In
the distance you can already
see the "Akka-jaure" reservoir.
A short descent brings us to the
impressive suspension bridge
over the river "Vuojatädno".
The loud roaring is best admired
during a longer break. About
half an hour later, the Akka
sauna is waiting for us again.
Distance: 15km, walking time:
4h, ascents: 160m

Day 5: Kutjaure – Gisuris
We follow the same route back
to Kutjauresee. Now along the
other side of the river it goes to
the village "Kutjaure". With a
little luck, we can watch the
people ice fishing here and maybe we'll get some off. In any
case, it is a great resting place
to enjoy. Leisurely up and down
through loose mixed forest
brings us from there in about an
hour to the Girsurishütten. These cottages belong to the natives of the "seeds". It is their
traditional grazing area for reindeer in summer. On the horizon
grows the distinctive Gisurismassiv in the air. Distance:
10km, walking time: 3h,
ascents: 130m

Day 7: Akka – Ritsem
The finale of our extraordinary
winter hiking trip brings us back
across the Akkajauresee to
Ritsem. An evening in celebration mood concludes this memorable hiking trip in a dreamlike,
breathtaking natural scenery.

Day 6: Gisuris – Akka
Just behind Gisuris, a short
steep descent brings us to two
smaller suspension bridges.
After crossing the three national
parks Padjelanta, Sarek and
Stora Sjöfallet meet. After we
-

3 R A N G E R S . C O M

Distance: 12km, walking time:
3h, ascents: 100m
Day 8/Day 9: Return journey
Departure from Ritsem and return to Stockholm by known
route. Return flight.

Included
• Assistance at the airports in Vienna and Stockholm
• 6 nights in 2 or 5-bed fjällhuts , 2 nights in couchettes car
• Full board
• All transfers
• Flight Vienna to Stockholm or flight from Germany/Switzerland
to Stockholm and back
Minimum number of participants: 4 / Max. 12
Surcharge for 4-6 persons: € 280,Flat rate p.p. excl. flight: € 1.340,Surcharge for single occupancy: not available
Registration deadline: One month before departure

Highlights: The Nationalparks Padjelanta, Sarek and
Stora Sjöfallet in the UNESCO World Heritage Laponia Snowshoe or Tour ski walks
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